TIME TO BUSINESS

A well structured IT system is crucial.

But constantly, new demands are made of the system. Successful companies rely on smart, cost-effective systems. Time to business is the motto.

Own server versus cloud?
What to choose?

Some swear by their own servers - others want everything in the cloud. But is all data allowed in the cloud? What about compliance? Isn’t it quite expensive? Some data should perhaps remain on the in-house servers.

How about a combination?

Select a solution that combines the best of both worlds: best-in-class storage from Hitachi Vantara and servers and network equipment from Cisco.

Choose a system that unites various work tasks.

It keeps the system coordinated throughout, updates without further problems and provides collaborative support for any open questions.

That's how you can manage data across applications and virtual machines on primary storage. Automatic routine tests and resources support you, to deliver operational success with superior performances without having to trade off data availability, performance, scalability or agility.

Want to find out more?

hitachivantara.com/go/cisco